
DIFFICULTIES OF BEING A TEACHER

As a teacher, it's important to be flexible in rearranging plans and having What do you think are the biggest challenges
for today's teachers?.

Expectations are highâ€”from students, from parents, from department chairs and administrators. All
throughout the day, teachers must jump from one task to the next and are often forced to neglect their own
bodies. Doing so benefits the students, but it comes at a price for the teacher. Neither is sufficient. Teachers
must find a way to bring some stability to the classroom to give their students an opportunity to be successful.
When students contest their grades, let them know that when you reconsider their marks, you retain the right
to adjust them up or down. In some aspects, this is good while occasionally it may also be bad. But, the
bureaucracy can get to be a little much, and it can feel like there is a lot of wasted time. Getting to know each
student may encourage them to participate in class. Whenever possible, encourage students to discuss ideas,
not individuals, in the classroom. Another may lack the confidence to contribute. Especially for new teachers ,
interacting with "veteran" teachers who refuse to share lesson plans, don't want to collaborate, or even act with
hostility to the new kids can make an already tough transition even harder because of that lack of support. The
fact is, teaching is so much harder than these films make it appear. Good teachers make it look easy, so folks
assume it is. Above all, have compassion for your students. Require all students in your class to stop by your
office hours at the beginning of the quarter. Maybe you have some super shy students who have trouble fitting
in, come from a tough background, or are just very, very sensitive. Also, professional development
expectations goal setting, certification requirements, training days, etc. Never get into a power struggle with a
student. I usually have my week planned out ahead of time. Too many kids Look like your classroom? It
should be strict enough to encourage on-time assignments but not so harsh that it discourages students from
turning in work at all one-half of a letter grade per day late is probably just right. Class sizes of more than 20,
sometimes more than 30? If they email you after class, they have the chance to put together a thoughtful
response without the pressure of being in the classroom. The community I teach in is a more rural community,
where many of my students are the first person in their family seeking college. Make sure that the
interpretation is accurate and allow both students to clarify their statements. In addition, there are ways to
minimize the likelihood of grade complaints: Make it clear from the beginning exactly what you expect in
papers or tests. This is another obstacle that teachers must hurdle. Enough said. Figuring out how to cope with
arguments by listening to both sides, dealing with disruptive students, and calming down a whole class or, on
the flip side, waking them up is the endless task of keeping your class in control , and possibly the biggest
challenge most teachers deal with on a day-to-day basis. They learn at different speeds, and they each have
their own way of taking in content and remembering it. These are only some of the many issues that serve as a
disruption for teachers and students. No teacher feels like they ever have enough time to accomplish
everything that they needed or wanted to. I talk to them about their futures and their goals, guiding them
through their education route if they want to become a doctor or a lawyer or a teacher.


